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settling 

down 
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{; UIA, Three Bears and 
Match ess gave their 

first r adio r eports yester· 
d ay. 

This is a sure sign that boats 
and crews are settling down to 
a sea routine and are able to 
spare time from the main job 
of sailing the boat at peak 
efficiency. 

* JOHN GOODWIN'S sudden 
spurt forward in ~lbatr 

II raised a cheer in nysna 
and suggests that the sJoop, 
bui lt in the yard which pro
<!uced Voortrekker, is finding 
form. Her crew is a formidable 
mixture of experienced deep. 
sea sailing men and younger 
men with specialized know
ledge of up-to-date gear, as 
fitted ion Albatros, and their 
use on ocean races. 

* THE punch of a quall from 
an unexpected direction .i1> 

among· the sailing craft' great· 
es danger . A ra cing skipper 
crams Qn as much sail as is 
needed to get most drive out 
of the existing wind. If the 
'·ind strength blow up sud
denly the boat i overpowered 
and can be knocked down or 
damaged as the ma t and 
booms wing violently. 

A daI'k patch of roughened 
water travelling fa t aero s the 
surface is the only warning 
a nd it takes an alert lookout 
to spot the signs and start 
action. 

Sail can be reduced or the 
1boat turned to pre ent an edge. 
on profile to the blast. Racing 
skippers will try to ride it out 
and put up with the rough ride 
for the ake of the short ha1r
raising burst of speed. 

* T HE FLEET has sailed 
through a fair patch and the 

leaders are heading dnto the 
stronger wind , which they 
·prefer . • Stormkaa-p and Jaka· 
randa will have a 15-knot 
south-easter from the Cape to 
help them sat! back into the 
:fleet. Both have a tremendous 
job ahead of them and their 
attacks on the gap between 
t hemselves and the other boat 
will be as interesting to watch 
as the main even . 

R !CHARD BER-TIE, the ape 
Town yachtsman ho went 

overside and under Jakaranda 
during the night in the tlan
tlc, did a first-class job. He is 
a good wimmer. very .fit and 
he carried a line. I t would 
have been very unseamanlike 
'lot to, but it was still a job 
ailing for a lot of nerve. 


